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In the OA furniture parts sector, Taiwanese 
makers' attention and devotion to R&D and quality 
have helped to sustain their businesses for the 
past few decades. Interviewing the following three 
OA chair parts makers confirm an inextricable link 
exists between their gung-ho attitudes toward 
product innovation and quality, the future and 
current achievements in the line. 

Chern Shing Top Co., Ltd. 
One supplier succeeding in carving out a niche 
with its adjustable lumbar support for OA chairs 
is Chern Shing Top Co., Ltd., founded in 1987 in 
Chiayi County, southern Taiwan. 

Having first focused on making auto parts 
for 10 years, Chern Shing then diversified into 
making adjustable lumbar support and related 
accessories for OA chairs, which have been the 
biggest contributor to its turnover, as well as being 
officially recognized by the Central Trust of China, 
a unit under Taiwan's Central Bank in charge of 

government procurement. 

Heidy Liu, director of overseas sales, noted that 
developing lumbar support for OA chair users was 
inspired by its experience in auto parts. Makers 
of car seats tend to pay considerable attention 
to lumbar support design. So Chern Shing 
redesigned the auto seat lumbar support to suit 
OA chair users, creating a series of manually and 
power adjustable models. 

SGS Tested 
Made of special nylon and featuring ergonomic 
design, the company's adjustable lumbar support 
firmly supports office workers' lower back, a 
much needed feature of OA chairs. With the 
nylon specially treated for durability, these lumbar 
supports have been tested by SGS to withstand 
over 100,000 bends, making them structurally 
stronger than competing models, according to 
Liu. 

A Glimpse of 
Taiwan’s Office 
Furniture Parts 
Makers Faring Well
Quality and innovation 
are bread and butter for 
insiders

By STEVE CHUANG

Taiwan’s parts suppliers in the 
furniture industry mostly depend 
on persistent ly  sol id market 
demand for office furniture.
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The newest models are the SB and CH series 
2-in-1 adjustable lumbar supports. The SB series 
support waist and feature built-in height and arc 
adjustment via turning the control knobs, which 
come with copper threads for longer durability 
and easier operation. 

The upgraded SB is the CH series, also featuring 
height and arc adjustment, which are available in 
two models, providing additional support for either 
the neck or two sides of the waist, according to 
Liu. Plus, the company has recently developed 
another model with thigh support. 

Due to the specialized nature of adjustable 
lumbar supports,  Liu states,  Chern Shing 
hasn't felt significant shipment declines amid 
the recent global downturn. “Increasing orders 
from emerging countries, especially South 
Korea, prop up our business operations very 
well,” she says. “For OA chair makers, building 
functional accessories can enhance added-
value in products.” With the two new series on 
its shelf beefing up added-value, the company 
proves such practice actually makes the segment 
relatively recession-proof. 

Tung Yu O.A. Co., Ltd. 
Established in 1985 in Chiayi County, Tung Yu O.A. 
Co., Ltd. has also built a solid reputation in the OA 
furniture sector with some 20 years in developing 
and producing chair adjustment mechanisms on 
the OEM and ODM basis. 

Because no furniture parts makers in Taiwan 
could produce chair adjusting  mechanisms (the 
metal structure under seats that enables adjusting 
seat height, seatback tilt etc.) some two decades 
ago, Tung Yu, with the help of its foreign clients, 
hence was determined to be the first. Such single-
mindedness has paid off: Tung Yu, after years of 
devotion, now leads the sector by export volume, 
value and domestic sales. 

Tung Yu runs two production plants each in 
Taiwan and mainland China. Also, the company 
has reinvested in a stamping factory and contracts 
several surface treatment companies with world-

caliber electroplating lines, aiming to complement 
its production capability and product quality. In 
short, no one on the island is on par with the 
company in integrated and flexible production in 
the sector. 

Tung Yu's general manager Johnson Lin indicates 
that his company supplies a full range of adjusting 
mechanism for nearly all kinds of OA chairs, from 
the low to high end, adding that its strong R&D 
backbone props up the company steadily amid 
the global downturn.

The newly launched SN-8940A2 series chair 
adjustment mechanism underlines the company's 
R&D capability, featuring an improved tilt function 
which helps to provide a comfortable sit of OA 
chairs Besides, the mechanism also enables four-
stage locking positioning, assuring convenient 
seat-back tilting that outperforms competing 
models. 

However, Lin says, the company's mechanisms 
are a big hit with OA chair makers for their 
exterior design, which feature aluminum alloy 
housing with silver finish, geometric form and 
comfortable touch, which enhance the overall 
aesthetic integration with OA chairs. “Aside from 
functionality, making chair adjusting mechanisms 
look a harmonious part of office chairs is a 
growing trend in the sector,” he adds. 

The global financial fallout and ensuing recession 
has not dampened Lin's optimism about business 
operations as much as other corporate managers, 
he says, “despite contract orders shrinking, 
around 2 million chair adjusting mechanisms are 
still in demand every month in the Asia Pacific 
alone.” And such enormous business opportunity, 
he believes, can only be fully tapped by suppliers 
backed with substantial production and R&D 
capability as well as and keen sense of product 
quality and design. 

Chuan Hsing Chemical Industry Co., Ltd. 
Proving that making minimal functional and 
exterior design improvements can result in 
significant upgrades of even seemingly mundane 
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parts as chair armrests is Chuan Hsing Chemical 
Industry Co., Ltd., whose earnest dedication has 
helped to gain solid ground in the segment. 

Since its establishment in 1974 in Taichung 
County, central Taiwan, Chuan Hsing has tapped 
its knowledge of industrial plastics, including PU 
(polyurethane), nylon and PP (polypropylene), to 
engage in R&D and production of chair armrests. 
The company's products are widely used as OE 
parts by major global brands of  mid-to-high-end 
OA chairs, a testament to the maker's quality and 
functionality. 

Tony Tsai, product marketing and project manager, 
says his company's R&D process is based on 
continuous improvement on functionality, 
mechanical structure and exterior design. “Most 
new products are improved according to real-
world feedback.  Although the improvements 
sometimes only cost a little, but can achieve major 
performance upgrades for users.” 

Smaller but Better 
Cit ing the newest CH630 series OA chair 
adjustable armrest, Tsai points out that the series 
has improved mechanical structure that is smaller 
than before, with less  vibration and allowing 
lateral adjustment. Also, the company optimizes 
the design simplicity of the mechanism to virtually 
eliminate production failure, hence enhancing 
production efficiency. 

Besides, the armrest has an innovative triangular 
body of plastic and aluminum alloy, which helps 
to minimize size and yet enhance aesthetics, a 
feature that helps to raise added-value in the high-
end segment. Featuring a universal connector, 
the armrest can be installed with the company's 
PU ergonomic pads to fit most OA chairs in the 
market, according to Tsai. 

Trying to be green amid growing global sensitivity 
for ecological health, Tsai says Chuan Hsing is 
developing armrests by looking for recyclable 
materials as alternatives to PU. The maker is also 
working on redesigning armrests with modular 

parts for easy disassembly and reuse,” he 
says. Such efforts are signs that Chuan Hsing, 
undaunted by the sagging world economy, is 
determined to hold its ground. 
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NINGBO MAMMOTH
HARDWARE PRODUCTS CO.,
Sprinklers, Nozzles, Water Wand,
Oscillating, Lawn & Garden
Products, Hose Nozzles, Hose
Connectors, Hose Hangers

We are a professional lawn & garden sprinkler

manufacturer in Taiwan and China. Our product range

includes hose nozzles, stationary sprinklers,impulse

sprinklers,hose connectors and more which have been

marketed in the U.S., Canada, Australia and many other

countries.And all of our products are available in various

specifications meet customer's requirements. With an

outstanding R&D team and complete production

equipment,we can handle from design and mold

development to injection sprinklers through an integrated

operation,making us your best choice for OEM

cooperation. Don't wait and come to MAMMOTH today

for sprinklers with the best quality at the competitive

prices!

NINGBO MAMMOTH HARDWARE
PRODUCTS CO., LTD.
Zhangting Industrial Area, Yuayo, Zhejiang Province, China

Tel:86-574-6298-8850/5

Fax:86-574-6298-8858

E-mail: m9999.m597@msa.hinet.net

Website: www.cens.com/ningbo

Hose Carrier

Hose Carrier

Accessories

Water Wand
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ZONA DEVELOPMENT CO.,
LTD.
Dining Room Furniture, Kitchen
Furniture, Living Room Furniture,
Bathroom Accessories, Wall
Shelves, Study Furniture

Established in 1986, Zona Development Co. supplies

furniture including cabinets, shelves, storage carts,

bathroom trolleys, racks, TV stands, desks, baby &

children’s furniture, as well as parts and accessories,

among others. Unlike many Taiwanese peers, we’ve kept

production in Taiwan, with a workforce of about 30

persons and advanced automated machinery for molding,

bending, sawing, pressing, welding, drilling, and plastic

injection. Working hard to upgrade efficiency and

management, we are ISO 9001 certified and have earned

20 patents for unique structures of products. Meeting

ever-changing market trends, our strong R&D team keeps

enhancing product quality and functionality, regularly

developing new, innovative items. 1) Was established in

1986 2) Products: bathroom shelf, storage, cart and

cabinet. 3) Material: steel, aluminum, glass, plastic an ...

ZONA DEVELOPMENT CO., LTD.
No. 152-6, Lane Pitou, Din-Fang Li, Lu-Kang, Changhua,
Taiwan 505

Tel:886-4-771-8030

Fax:886-4-771-8003

E-mail: zona.tw@msa.hinet.net

Website: www.zona.com.tw

Coat tree

CD Rack & Wine Rack

CD Rack & Wine Rack

CD Rack & Wine Rack
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CHIA CHENG WORLD
INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.
Soap Dispensers/Dishes

Chia Cheng World Industrial Co., Ltd. Washroom accessories, bathroom accessories, soap

dispenser, toilet tissue paper dispenser Established in 1965, Chia Cheng World Industrial Co.,

Ltd. is today one of Taiwan's leading makers of metal washroom accessories, bathroom fittings,

kitchen racks, and toilet partitions for use in hotels, commercial buildings, and public facilities

and establishments. With a consummate production capability and abundant metalworking

know-how, the company has established a solid reputation as an OEM or ODM supplier of a

variety of high-caliber bathroom fittings and washroom accessories using such materials as

stainless steel, brass, and zinc. In some markets, Chia Cheng markets products under its own ...

CHIA CHENG WORLD INDUSTRIAL CO.,
LTD.
No. 68, Lane 668, Meigao Rd., Sec. 2, Yangmei City, Taoyuan County,
Taiwan 32647
Tel:886-3-490-4941
Fax:886-3-490-4143
E-mail: article8@ms29.hinet.net
Website: www.cens.com/chiacheng

Washroom Accessories & Bathroom Accessories

S/S SOAP DISPENSER

SHOWER SEAT

A278-P S/S DISPOSAL BAG
DISPENSER
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YU KUANG ELECTRONICS &
ENERGY CO., LTD.
Strobe Lights, Motorcycle Lamps, LED Bulbs, LED
Indicators, LED Panels, Solar Lamps, LEDs, Spotlights

With 7-8 years’ professional experience handling wide-ranging high-power LED lighting

products, we specialize in high-powered LED streetlights (incl. spotlights), interior and exterior

LED lighting (incl. LED strips/tubular lights, wall-washers, color-changing lamps, bulbs,

water/impact/shock/shatter-proof fluorescent lamps, etc.), outdoor lamps, strobe/guiding lights

(e.g., indicator lights), warning lights, as well as automotive lamps. Our high-power LED

streetlights, spotlights and many other high-power LED lighting products are patented in Taiwan,

China, the US, and Europe (incl. Germany and the UK). By continuously developing new

materials and cutting-edge production procedures, offering top-grade services, and upgra ...

YU KUANG ELECTRONICS & ENERGY CO., LTD.
No. 4, Hsinsheng 3rd Rd., Tungkang Town, Pingtung County, Taiwan 928
Tel:886-8-833-4572
Fax:886-8-832-2160
E-mail: yk80068585@gmail.com
Website: sub.yukuang.ocm

LED Underwater Fishing Lure LightLED Waterproof Warning Indicator

Solar-powered LED Guiding Lamp

Diving Warning Light
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Brass Fitting

ALLBIZ ENTERPRISE
CO., LTD.

ALLBIZ Enterprise serves Industrial Valves, Pipe Fittings, Hardware Accessories and OEM/ODM Products. Our
product lines include Pressure Reducing Valve (PISTON, DIAPHRAGM), Automatic Air Vent, Safety Relief
Valve, Pressure Relief Valve, Water Gauge Valve/Cock, Water Hammer Arrestor, Check Valve, Bronze / Brass
Pipe Fittings and OEM products. Our market ...

Tel:886-4-720-0923
Fax:886-4-771-4596
E-mail: allbiz.intl@msa.hinet.net
Website: www.cens.com/allbiz

Bronze Y Strainer Valve, Y-
Strainer, Solder Connection, Valve

Bronze Angle Valve, Angle Valve,
Fire Protection, UL Certificate

Bronze Globe Valve, Fire
Protection, Globe Valve, Valve, UL
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KENSWELL TUBE FORMING
INC.
Tube, Liner, Hose, Cable, Casing,
Reflective, Wire, Pipe, Extrusion,
Coating, Brake, Coil Hose, Flat
Hose, Reel

Company Overview:Kenswell was established 15 years

ago as a specialized manufacturer of guide wire liners and

other types of liners. Our liners are available in a full

range of specifications and materials for daily life and

other applications, such as bicycle, motorcycle and auto

control cable sprayer tubes. Our company is also ISO

9002 quality certified.Product applications:Disc brake

use, high-pressure brake oil hoses for bicyclesDIY

reflective coils for bicycles and other usesLiners (tube),

control cablesMain products:Extruded plastic partsInterior

lubricated tube for control cablesTubing having lubricant

backgroundCoated wireHydraulic hosesReflective

coilsProtective coilsTubes and hoses

KENSWELL TUBE FORMING INC.
No. 108, Alley 88, Lane 221, Chunghua Rd., Sec. 1,
Lungching Dist., Taichung City, Taiwan 434

Tel:886-4-2635-2315

Fax:886-4-2635-6959

E-mail: kenswell@ms33.hinet.net

Website: www.kenswell.com.tw

Kitchen R/O Systems

Reflective Coil packing Series

Interior lubricated tube for Control cable

Protective
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Product & Mold Design And Manufacture / OEM / Processing Service

YOUSING PRECISION
INDUSTRY CO., LTD.

YOSIN IND. CO., LTD. Is dedicated e-Age Design Expertise With Versatility Backed by cutting-edge 3D
computerized graphics, we help you with product & mold design and manufacture. Main products: Industrial
parts & components, various types of accessories, and finished products. We can make samples for you
according to your ideas. OEM/ODM orders welcome!

Tel:886-4-761-4228
Fax:886-4-761-2999
E-mail: yousing@yspi.com.tw
Website: www.cens.com/yspi

Product & Mold Design And
Manufacture / OEM / Processing

Product & Mold Design And
Manufacture / OEM / Processing

Product & Mold Design And
Manufacture / OEM / Processing
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